Inputs for psychosocial dynamics conducive to torture and ill-treatment report

Note: Kindly request confidentiality of my report

Date: 20th June 2020

Respected Sir/Madam,

This statement is with respect to the inputs requested for psychosocial dynamics conducive to torture and ill-treatment report (To inform the Special Rapporteur's annual interim report to be presented to the General Assembly at its 75th Session in October 2020)

This is an URGENT public interest petition to STOP the illegal and unauthorized abuses of advanced military-grade weapons that are being used for Torture Programs. Torture comprises of Mind-Reading, Mind control, Central Nervous System control, 24/7 anywhere tracking, Organized Gang-Stalking, 'Voices-To-Skull' ('V2K'), Physical Injury/harassment through Directed Energy Weapons. This has been going on in India for past 15 years at least (I am getting attacked/tortured for many years now, Voice to skull started in 2016)

All these attacks are 'no-touch' / ‘Covert ‘and are remotely operated - and so leave the minimum evidence (if at all) thus making all available laws ineffective and powerless to help the targeted innocent civilians. The people targeted and subsequently tortured systematically are termed as 'Targeted Individuals' (or 'TI'). There are several hundreds of 'TIs' defending and fighting for justice in India and globally across many countries now.

1. TOTAL SURVEILLANCE, MIND-READING, BODY-MIND CONTROL, DREAM MANIPULATION - USING NEUROWEAPONS - REMOTE NEURAL MONITORING MODULE ('RNM') - Using this, harassers can view ALL the innermost thoughts of the targeted person on a screen - as clearly as one reads a newspaper. The eyes of the target become a live camera for the trackers. Whatever the targets view is recorded on the trackers' computer or viewed by the trackers' brains using a brain-to-computer interface (BCI) / Brain-to-Brain interface (BBI)! These satellite-based technologies result in gross bypassing of fundamental human rights such as personal privacy, health, safety, data security, family security, etc. Pre-packaged dream sequences are routinely downloaded to TIs' brains and harassers interact with the victims while they are dreaming. Stressful traumas/shocks are also induced via artificial dreams (completely wirelessly - without any chip implants, electrodes etc.)

2. INVISIBLE PHYSICAL HARASSMENT: DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS ('DEW'): Any of our body-parts can be targeted and attacked by these directed energy weapons. These weapons may use Microwave/EMF/ELF waves and can cause a wide range of diseases including cancer, heart failure, kidney disease, vertigo, hands/legs paralysis, internal decay, memory losses to name a few - all at the touch of a button from anywhere, traceless - just by using the unique 'brain fingerprint' (brain frequency) of any victim anywhere. Also, many fatal heart-attacks/palpitations that struck the victim when asleep may have been induced / catalyzed by these weapons

3. DISRUPTION OF THOUGHT FREEDOM BY 'VOICE-TO-SKULL' ('V2K'): This patented technology is also known as 'Microwave Hearing' / 'Synthetic Telepathy' / 'Voice-of-God weapon' and is being used for
traceless mental harassment. Using this, the harassers beam-in abusive voices directly into skulls of the Targeted Individuals by-passing their ears. Harassers interrupt and censor the victims' normal thinking when travelling anywhere in society by beaming in abusive voices into the victim's head constantly - hence spoiling work-tasks completion. *(Victims also get wrongly labeled as mentally-ill when reporting about this, not many are aware about novel neuro/electromagnetic/bio weapons and its capabilities)*

V2K is also used for Deception (causing confusion by beaming voices inside skull in-between talks when TI is talking to other people) and Impersonation of voices of close persons (whenever close persons are talking to TIs, these perpetrators intertwine their own voices along with the close persons voices by a technology named 'EEG Heterodyning')

**TOTAL LOSS OF PRIVACY:** Surveillance is usually carried out first unannounced secretly for years - without the targets ever being able to detect that their innermost details had been collected and stored - and that their own eyes themselves are made to act as cameras giving the latest details about themselves and the places and persons they visit. These devices are suspected to be authorized to access government satellites and are linked to supercomputers for data analysis and harvesting purposes. Victims have no privacy anywhere on the planet (bathrooms and bedrooms included).

**HARMFUL EFFECTS:** The targeted people's physical health, hygiene, peace of mind, career and social credibility, family, friends and other relationships - all these get seriously downgraded and systematically made to fade out via the above torture program. A primary goal in these 'slow-kill', 'no-touch'/'soft-kill' programs is to remove TIs from the job workforce - so that they are in range at home for longer times to facilitate more testing, refining of weapons and for training more operators and neural programmers. The combined impact of all these together - physical wounds, 24x7 psychotronic warfare, career systemically made to vanish IS DEVASTATING to TIs, to say the least.

**WORLDWIDE ISSUE:** Dr. John Hall, M.D. (Doctor and Author, USA) who has analyzed the above phenomenon personally - calls this as *Satellite Terrorism* and the greatest threat to humanity as a whole in the near future.

Finally, there are hundreds of victims in India currently and many hundreds across the world as well - as long as the public are unaware of the above secret surveillance on mass scale by these secretive operators, more innocent civilians could be targeted in future as well. All these NO-TOUCH torture with Directed energy weapons and Voice-To-Skull are remotely-controlled. Thus, this full protocol (Organized Stalking & Electronic Harassment - 'OSEH' in short) leaves the least physical evidence of any wrong-doings and has become strongly prevalent inside many nations. This leaves us with a very rudiment question of a dignified human life, What is more worse in this world than your body, brain and mind getting hacked and harassed covertly and illegally?

*We humbly request UNHRC to take due cognizance of the above issue and include all non-consensual experimentation /covert torture programs of these remote monitoring/influencing systems and weaponized technologies as severely punishable human rights violations and a life threatening Cyber-Crime, which needs urgent investigation, legislation and MOST IMPORTANTLY due justice given for Targeted Individuals who are severely affected by this NO-TOUCH torture perpetrated by covert criminals. Also request world countries through UNHRC, to safeguard our dignity to human life with immediately stopping this crime, provide monetary compensation for the loss of productive life and provide MIL-grade shielding which will protect us from getting attacked by such energy weapons!*

**PLEASE REFER the below sources for Proof of existence of such weapons:**
When neuroscience leads to neuroweapons

https://thebulletin.org/2016/10/when-neuroscience-leads-to-neuroweapons/?fbclid=IwAR3IB00SHKaNOM56SsQJ2xdyiqXN7UD0cZPf_xI7vVbdBLsokDJoD7-KOsLo

US army developing synthetic telepathy


Spooky mind reading technology

https://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/current-affairs/200519/spooky-mind-reading-technology.html?fbclid=IwAR01Gt-BmNZ1C7iucj81jyRh1DGWm9qmy6RydOppYmQpBv8kvU7FZY-D7Q

From Psyops to Neurowar: What Are the Dangers?

http://web.isanet.org/Web/Conferences/ISSS%20Austin%202014/Archive/b137347c-6281-466d-b9e7-ef7e0e5d363c.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3_XOP5zWglgNmbOE0J85LBqf0NDljcA5Gw5ImqlraR68yDQy497c3BVn4

Weapons of perception: neuroscience and mind-controlled weapons
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